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Spanish global booking marketplace for corporate event organizers is 

looking for financial agreement or joint venture 

Identificativo proposta:BOES20200615001 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

A Spanish startup based in a marketplace's environment, which fosters the business development between 
the stakeholders of the MICE (Meeting, Incentives, Conventions and Exhibitions) industry and business 
travel industries has put in place a B2B meeting point connecting and engaging them in a unique business 
environment. They aim to establish a financial agreement with investors or joint venture with industrial 
partners ready to take the opportunity in the leading corporate events marketplace. 
 
 
The Spanish startup based in Madrid is a digital hub based in a marketplace's environment, which fosters the 
business development between the stakeholders of the MICE Industry connecting and engaging them in a 
unique business environment. With 3 years of experience, the platform simplifies the booking process for an 

event, providing: ◆ Unique point of contact for event planners; 360º event management ◆ Event 

management expertise: Quality&Trust ◆ Wide portfolio of vendors and experiences ◆ Independence. Acts 

as a real advisor. Always providing the most suitable solution to customers ◆ Price-competitive due to 
economies of scale They have built a unique global booking marketplace that connects corporate event 
organizers with more than 5.000 vendors (professionals and venues) in main MICE cities around the world. 
The intention is to scale fast to all European countries as B2B marketplaces in an initial phase and 
Latinoamerican countries in a second stage They look to establish a financial agreement with investors 
experienced in the field of MICE booking events SaaS (Software as a Service) platforms, or industrial 
partners that provides the automation that the platform needs via a joint venture. 
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